Feeney® Introduces Pre-Drilled Intermediate Picket for Easy CableRail Installation

OAKLAND, Calif. – (June 2013) Once again, Feeney makes it easy. A leading manufacturer of high quality stainless steel cable and aluminum railing systems, Feeney, announced today at the Pacific Coast Builders Conference (PCBC) the availability of the Feeney Intermediate Picket. The product was developed in response to customer demand for an intermediate picket. It is designed specifically for CableRail by Feeney infill on wood railing frames and is easy to install and visually appealing. The pickets are available for both stair and level railings.

Projects using CableRail infill on wood railing frames that have posts spaced more than 3 feet apart need an intermediate picket to help maintain cable spacing and minimize deflection. Installers will appreciate that both the level and stair pickets are pre-drilled to support CableRail cables and can be trimmed on-site to fit 36” and 42” high railings. The flexible stair picket can accommodate stairway sections with slopes between 20 and 45 degrees, and innovative universal base plates allow the pickets to be attached to either a bottom rail or stair tread. Each picket is packaged with all the necessary components and parts for installation.

“The new Feeney Intermediate Picket gives our customers an easier way to build a railing frame that will properly maintain cable spacing while keeping the open, unobtrusive look of CableRail,” said Andrew Penny, vice president of marketing. “These pickets are designed and manufactured with the same high quality standards that buyers have come to expect from Feeney.”

Feeney Intermediate Pickets are made from high-strength aluminum alloy and contain a minimum of 70 percent recycled content. The pickets are available in silver and feature a powder coated finish that meets rigorous AAMA-2604 specifications. The durable finish offers weather resistance; easy maintenance; and protection against the rusting, peeling and splintering associated with other materials.
The new intermediate pickets are sold in packs of 10 and are available in-stock at participating Feeney dealers or by special order.

About Feeney
Feeney, Inc., is a leading manufacturer of high quality stainless steel and aluminum architectural products and railing systems. Their products for exterior, interior, residential and commercial applications include the CableRail stainless steel cable assemblies, Quick-Connect® auto-locking cable fittings, DesignRail® aluminum railing systems, Sta-Lok® stainless steel rods, Lightline® door canopies, and the Trellis Collection line of garden trellises. For 65 years, the Oakland, California-based company has been committed to building innovative, high quality, easy-to-use products that offer simplified solutions for construction professionals and DIY homeowners. To find a dealer near you or for more information, please visit www.feeneyinc.com.
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